


Great Games,  
Amazing Stories!
Asmodee is a global family of game publishing studios and distribution units. In the US, Asmodee’s 
distribution operations are based in the Minneapolis-St. Paul metro area. 

One of the largest publishers of tabletop games in the US, we have over 3,000 games in our catalog. 
We offer some of the most interesting games in the world for players of all ages and interests, from 
families and friends gathering for a fun evening to die-hard competitive “hobby” gamers.

We are thrilled to offer a carefully curated catalog for our Specialty Toy & Gift retailers, including 
favorites like Catan, Spot It! and Ticket to Ride. We also offer games designed and published by other 
studios all over the world – including the Exploding Kittens® line of hilarious party games!

Thank you for looking through our catalog, and most importantly, have fun playing! 

Julien Sharp
GM / Country Manager 
Asmodee US
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Exploding Kittens is a highly strategic kitty-powered 
version of Russian Roulette. Players try to avoid drawing 
Exploding Kittens (which boot them from the game) using 
catnip sandwiches, deploying special ops bunnies, and 
seeking out the wisdom of an all-seeing goat wizard. 

This game is kid-friendly, super fun, and easy to learn. It’s a fast-paced party 
game perfect for family game night or as an anytime boredom buster.

EKORG1 | $19.99
15’ 7+ 2-5

5’ 7+ 2-6

20’ 10+ 2+

10’ 7+ 2-8

Prepare to laugh loud and get messy as you flip, match, and slap your way to victory! 

Start by dealing out the pancake cards with misfit toppings. Then match your toppings 
with other players’ toppings to get rid of your pancakes. Everyone plays at once– no 
turns, just chaos!

But hurry, the goal is to get rid of all your pancakes as fast as possible. Once you do, 
scream “Anarchy Pancakes!” to win the round. You’ll get one Slab o’ Butter for every 
round won, and the first player with two slabs wins!

ANPACORE6 | $13.99

Spice up any party with this game that instantly amps up the energy! 

You’ll start with a simple challenge. But before you attempt it, your friends all get a chance 
to make your challenge more difficult (and hilarious)! Whoever thinks you can accomplish the 
hardest version of the challenge becomes your teammate. If you succeed you both score.

WIFACORE03 | $24.99

All the adrenaline of a high-stakes heist packed into a card game the whole family can enjoy. 

Danger Danger is a game where your team’s goal is to have the most Cases showing at the end 
of the round. You do this by drawing and placing cards, while the other team tries to thwart you. 
In order to win, you have to finish playing by the time a 60-second timer runs out. Oh, and you 
can’t see the timer at all! That means it’s just you, your teammates, and your combined instincts 
racing against an invisible clock and the other players.

DANG-CORE-4 | $14.99
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Zombie Kittens is still the highly-strategic, kitty powered version of Russian 
Roulette that you love, but it introduces a brand-new deck of cards so that your 
game doesn’t end just because you blow up. Only living players can win the 
game, but Dead players now get to keep the cards in their hands when they 
explode. They also get to play certain cards to torment the living players. And 
they can even come back from the Dead to win the game.

EKG-ZOMB-6 | $20.99

Place the pair of throwable Burritos on the table and deal out the cards. 
Earn points by collecting three of a kind. Play Burrito Cards and force 
your friends to battle. Duel to determine the winner. Duck, dodge and dive 
squishy, airborne burritos or get hit and receive a Burrito Bruise!

TTB00 | $24.99

Between our weird prompts and your friends’ weirder answers, this 
might be our funniest game yet!

First, read out a simple question (ex. I’m locked in a tiny room. What 
else is locked in here with me from cutest to scariest). Then everyone 
is assigned a secret number from one to ten. Next, each player gives 
an answer to the question, and the intensity of that answer is based 
on their secret number. Finally, the person who read the question has 
to try and sort those answers into the correct order. If they get it right 
everyone wins!

THES-CORE-4 | $24.99

Poetry for Neanderthals is a family-friendly party game similar to Taboo where players 
earn points by getting their teammates to guess words and phrases. The catch is 
that the “Neanderthal Poets” are only allowed to use single syllable words. If they use 
any words with more than one syllable, the other team gets to bop them with a 2-foot 
inflatable club. The team with the most points wins!

POETRY-CORE | $19.99

15’ 7+ 2-5

15’ 7+ 2-6

15’ 7+ 2-6

15’ 7+ 2-12
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15’

7+

2

A 90 second game that you will play for hours. Happy Salmon will be the 
center of attention whenever and wherever it’s played. Three to eight players 
try to move faster and shout louder in this 90 second free-for-all party battle.

HS-CORE-1 | $12.99

15’ 7+ 2-6

15’ 10+ 2

2’ 6+ 3-8

A Game of Cat & Mouth is a fiercely competitive magnet-
powered Pinball’ish game from the creators of Exploding 
Kittens. In this highly-addicting game, players must hurl colorful 
balls through a cat’s mouth and onto their opponent’s side. The 
first player to fling all the balls to the other side wins!

CAT-MOUTH-1 | $24.99

A colorfully cutthroat card game of rainbows and revenge. Mantis has 
only two rules: Steal or Score your way to victory. Collect matching cards 
by stealing or scoring until the winner has 10 cards in their score pile.

With the simplicity of UNO and depth of Gin Rummy, Mantis is designed 
for both kids and adults. But adults should be warned that kids will often 
beat them at this game.

MNTS-CORE-5 | $19.99

From the award-winning, best-selling creators of Exploding Kittens and 
Throw Throw Burrito, A Little Wordy is a fresh and clever take on the 
genre of tile-based word games. Instead of just being another version 
of “who has the biggest vocabulary?” A Little Wordy requires players 
to assemble a word from a set of tiles and keep that Secret Word to 
themselves. Each player then takes turns trying to decipher each other’s 
Secret Word by paying for clues and hints.

WORD-CORE-1 | $14.99
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SKU Title MSRP

BVB1 Bears vs. Babies $24.99 

BVBNS1 Bears vs. Babies NSFW Edition $8.99

CRAB00 You've Got Crabs $19.99 

CRAB01 You've Got Crabs: Imitation Crab Edition $14.99 

EKEXP1 Imploding Kittens $14.99 

EKEXP2 Streaking Kittens $4.99 

EKEXP3 Barking Kittens $14.99 

EKG-2PLAY-LG-8 Exploding Kittens 2 Player Edition $9.99 

EKG-MIN-1 Exploding Minions $19.99 

EKG-RFD-3 Recipes for Disaster $24.99 

SKU Title MSRP

EKNSW1 Exploding Kittens NSFW Edition $19.99 

EKPP1 Exploding Kittens Party Pack $29.99 

PFN-NSFW-6 Poetry for Neanderthals: NSFW $19.99 

POET-1EXP-4 Poetry for Neanderthals - More Cards Box 1 $14.99 

SACK-CORE-4 You Lying Sack $19.99 

TACO-CORE-1 Tacocat Spelled Backwards $14.99 

TREX01 On a Scale of One to T-Rex $19.99 

TTA-CORE-3 Throw Throw Avocado $24.99 

TTBEX1 Throw Throw Burrito Extreme Outdoor Ed $29.99 

EKGGVSE06 Exploding Kittens: Good vs Evil $21.99

Your useless knowledge will win you useful points in Really Loud Librarians, the 
cutthroat party game of shouting and speed! Race around the track by shouting 
words beginning with the chosen letter – can you out-shout your opponents?

LOUD-CORE-4 | $19.99

Players work together in teams with their 
eyes closed to either repair or sabotage three 
stacks of square towers before time runs 
out. The goal is to figure out who’s working 
against you, and get opposing players out of 
the game before it’s too late.

WMBT-CORE-4 | $25.99

20’

8+

2+

15’

7+

3-6
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Ticket to Ride is a cross-country train adventure in which players 
collect and play matching train cards to claim railway routes 
connecting cities throughout North America.

DOW7201 | $54.99

30-60’ 8+ 2-5

SKU Title MSRP

DO7202 Ticket to Ride - Europe $59.99

DO7213 Ticket to Ride: Asia Map Collection $39.99

DOW7225 Ticket to Ride - First Journey $34.99

DO7226 Ticket to Ride: Rails and Sails $89.88

DO7260 Ticket to Ride: New York $24.99

DO7261 Ticket to Ride: London $24.99

DO7263 Ticket to Ride Amsterdam $24.99

DOW7216 Ticket to Ride: USA 1910 Expansion $21.99

DOW7227 Ticket to Ride: Europe First Journey $34.99

DO720064 Ticket to Ride: San Francisco $24.99

DOW720066 Ticket to Ride: Paris $24.99
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Spot It: JR. Animals
Be on the lookout for creatures of the land, sea, and sky! Designed 
especially for ages 4 to 7, the Junior edition of the popular card game 
Spot It! features an adorable animal theme that kids love. Play this travel-
friendly game five different ways for a new experience every time.

SP414 | $9.99

10’ 4+ 2-5

Test your observational skills and hone your reflexes with the award-winning 
gameplay of Spot It!, a game of lightning-fast choices for a group of two to eight 
players. With multiple awards and versions married to elegant gameplay, Spot It! 
has become a global phenomenon. 

The game functions on a simple mechanic: each of the fifty-five circular cards 
features a number of symbols and has exactly one of those symbols in common 
with every other card in the deck. With five distinct mini-games, you can be sure 
that Spot It! will be different every time you play, and because it’s always your turn, 
there’s never any downtime! 

SP101 | $12.99

15’ 6+ 2-8Also available in Eco Blister

SP103 | $9.99

Spot It: Marvel Eco
This new version of Spot It! combines different characters from Marvel comics with one of 
the most emblematic family games. Players try to spot the single matching symbol between 
two cards in a playful battle of speedy observation. Featuring some of the most iconic Marvel 
Super Heroes: Iron Man, Captain America, Black Widow

SP243 | $9.99

15’ 6+ 2-8
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Spot It: Disney 100th 
Anniversary
In this Disney-inspired Spot-It!, each card has one and only one symbol in 
common with every other card in the game! The goal is simple: spot the 
match to win! Celebrate 100 Years of Wonder with this special edition of 
Spot It!, full of Disney-inspired symbols for the whole family to recognize! 
With 10 symbols per cards and a special edition holographic box, this game 
is perfect for Disney fans and collectors of all ages!

DOBD10008ML2 | $16.99

Spot It: Mandalorian
Spot It! is a speed and observation game for the whole family. The 
aim of the game? Each two cards have one symbol in common. Be 
the first to find and name it to win the card. This new version of Spot 
It! combines emblematic characters and objects from the series 
The Mandalorian with the beloved family game! Players try to spot 
the single matching symbol between two cards in a playful battle of 
speedy observation, featuring stylized imagery of The Mandalorian, 
Grogu, Ahsoka Tano, Kuiil and many more.

SP321 | $11.99

15’ 6+ 2-8

15’ 6+ 2-8

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

© Disney

Spot It: Disney Princess
Spot It! Is a game of observation and quick reflexes for all! There is always 
only 1 matching symbol between 2 cards! Spot it first and you win! 

Spot It! Has 5 different ways to play, and this version of spot it features 
classic icons, items, and characters related to the beloved Disney Princesses.

SP315 | $16.99

15’ 4+ 2-8

© Disney
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Spot It: Friends
Rachel, Ross, Chandler, Phoebe and Joey take center stage 
in this new Spot It! game based on the iconic 90s sitcom 
Friends! From Central Perk to Smelly Cat, can you recognize 
and react to your favorite picture-challenges?

SP261 | $14.99

Spot It: Camping
With a cute camping theme, Spot It! is back bringing the same gameplay you’re familiar with - 
everyone plays at the same time trying to be the quickest to spot matching symbols – but this time 
those symbols feature tents, cabins, fishing nets and other familiar camping gear to help guide 
your kids in the great outdoors!

SP143 | $9.99

Spot It: Classic Mini
classic Spot-It! in a smaller, portable package! Spot-It! is an adorable family game 
of picture association, recognition, and reflexes that’s perfect for introducing small 
children to the world of gaming!

SP536 | $4.99

15’ 6+ 2-8

15’ 6+ 2-6

15’ 6+ 2-6

Spot It: Paw Patrol
This new version of Spot It! combines different characters from 
Paw Patrol with one of the most beloved family card games! 
Players try to spot the single matching character between two 
cards in a playful battle of speedy observation. Paw Patrol fans 
will keep race to spot their favorite characters like Marshall, 
chase, Ryder, Skye, and more!

SP261 | $9.99

10’ 4+ 2-5
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Spot It: Fishing
The aim remains the same, everyone plays at the same time. 55 cards, each with 8 symbols 
on them – it’s the same Spot It! formula you know and love with new gameplay variants and 
a cute fishing theme!

SP153 | $9.99

15’ 6+ 2-8

Spot It: 123
Spot it! 123 is a fun and rewarding way for preschoolers to learn their one, two, threes 
and the shapes that inhabit our world. This educational game is truly amazing! There 
is always one, and only one, matching symbol between any two cards. Spot it to win!

SP432 | $12.99

Spot It: Harry Potter
Harry Potter Spot It! combines J.K. Rowling’s iconic Wizarding World with one of the 
most emblematic family game.

Players try to spot the single matching symbol between two cards in a playful battle 
of speedy observation, featuring stylized imagery of Harry Potter, Hermione Granger 
and Ron Weasley, wands, creatures, Hogwarts house crests and more.

SP205 | $14.99

Spot It: DC Universe
With Spot it! try to spot the unique matching symbol between every two cards 
in a playful battle of speedy observation. This new version of Spot It! combines 
emblematic characters and objects from the all the DC Universe! Featuring your 
favorite characters: Batman, Superman, Wonder woman and many more

SP334 | $15.99

10’ 3+ 1-5

15’ 6+ 2-8

15’ 6+ 2-8

Also available in Eco Blister

SP133 | $9.99
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Over 20 million 
copies sold 
worldwide

CATAN® has sold over 25 million copies worldwide and 
continues to be a best seller. One of the best ways to 
introduce new gamers to the hobby, CATAN appeals to 
everyone; it is easy to learn, always fresh, swiftly playable, 
addictive, and fun!

CN3071 | $54.99

Would you like to play a game? The CATAN Dice Game is great for play on-the-go or 
during those moments “in between.” It is easy to learn and doesn’t take long to play. You 
can even play it as a single-player game. 

In the dice game version of “Catan,” you also build settlements, roads, cities, and knights. 
Here, however, building doesn’t mean placing wooden or plastic game pieces on a game 
board. Instead, each player has a sheet depicting a smaller version of the island of Catan. 
You build by filling in the respective symbols for roads, knights, settlements, and cities.

CN3120 | $19.99

CATAN: Junior™ lets younger players experience the world of Catan by 
introducing a simpler playing style. Designed for 2-4 players as young as 
6, it is a perfect introduction to the Catan series of games for kids and 
families. CATAN: Junior™ takes place on a ring of tropical isles—including 
the mysterious Spooky Island, home of the Ghost Captain. Each island 
generates a specific resource: wood, goats, molasses, or cutlasses. You 
can also find gold.

CN3025 | $34.99

60’

10+

3-4

45’ 6+ 2-4

30’ 7+ 1-4
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It’s the 21st Century and Catan is at a crossroads. 
Long gone is the agrarian society of the island’s 
Viking ancestors. Today’s Catanians need energy 
to keep society moving and growing, but pollution 
is wreaking havoc on the island..

CATAN – New Energies is classic CATAN 
with a modern and relevant twist. You must 
decide: Invest in clean energy resources or opt 
for cheaper fossil fuels, potentially causing 
disastrous effects for the island?

CN3207 | $69.99

A thrilling 1v1 space adventure for two players!

You and your rival Starfarer brave the unknowns of 
space as you vie for the approval of the Galactic Council. 
Beware of merciless pirates as you found colonies, build 
trade relations, and fulfill the Council’s missions. Make 
quick and clever upgrades to your ship and hone your 
astute strategy to outfly your opponent.

A modern and thoughtful reboot of the 2001 Klaus 
Teuber classic: Starship Catan.

CN3011 | $34.99

90’

14+

3-4

120’ 12+ 2
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Mists Over Carcassonne is the world’s first cooperative version of 
Carcassonne. Players already familiar with Carcassonne will be 
able to dive right into the game. 6 exciting levels will guide players 
step by step through the individual elements and rules of Mists over 
Carcassonne and present them with ever greater challenges. 

ZM7871 | $41.99

45’ 10+ 2-6

Build a fantastic and fantastical French countryside replete 
with the titular fortified city, rolling hills, and connecting roads in 
Carcassone – the original tile-laying, territory-building game from 
Z-Man Games. 

ZM7810 | $41.99

35’

7+

2-5

The original race-against-the-clock game challenging players to develop vaccines to a 
raging viral outbreak! The game grows more intense each turn as you work as a team 
to save as many people as possible with medical research, scientific prowess, and 
careful strategy!

ZM7101 | $44.99

45’ 8+ 2-4
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30’

10+

3-7History is full of Wonders – 7 of them in fact! 
Compete against your opponents to gather 
resources and build one of the 7 Wonders of 
the Ancient World. Be the first to complete 
yours while sabotaging your opponents and 
developing your civilization.

SV01EN | $59.99

Take your wonder-building exploits to the table in a new 
head-to-head “duel” format, competing directly against 
a single opponent! Build your city through three Ages of 
the ancient world and defeat the other player through 
scientific advancement, military strength, or economic 
prowess in a unique spin on the 7 Wonders formula.

SEV07 | $34.99

7 Wonders Architects in a new game in the world of 7 Wonders. Designed for a 
fluid and immersive game experience, Architects is a gateway game that still retains 
the strategic depth the 7 Wonders brand is so well known for.

SVA01 | $49.99

Constructing a Wonder isn’t enough anymore! From now on, Medals will reward 
you for completing your objectives. Every decision counts towards leaving your 
mark on History and making sure your opponents don’t take the lead.

SVAMED01 | $23.99

30’ 10+ 2

25’ 8+ 2-7

25’ 8+ 2-7
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Acquire rare gems and make a name for yourself in Renaissance-
era Europe in Splendor – a set collection and economy-building 
board game by Space Cowboys. This award-winning title casts 
players as gem merchants and artisans in a unique, challenging, 
and strategic experience!

SPL01 | $39.99

2 to 7 Players must work together to uncover the mystery 
behind a horrible crime in Mysterium, aided by one player 
who has all the answers…but can only communicate in 
vague clues! Can you solve the mysteries of Warwick 
Manor?

MYST01 | $54.99

30’

10+

2-4

30’

8+

3-8

TM
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Players take on the role of wizards competing in a Grand Rite to craft the 
most powerful spells. Complete your spellbook by gathering magical materials, 
feeding your familiar’s power, and slinging spells like a master! Gather around 
the vortex and throw down with the family for this fun, strategic new experience!

SCSPEL01EN | $44.99

Beautiful art and innovative, intuitive gameplay combine in Dixit. Players try to 
guess the Storyteller’s clue with only images on cards – the best match wins 
in this challenging, visual experience for 3 to 8 players.

DIX01N | $19.99

Dixit Storytelling and 100 years of the Disney legacy combine in 
this exceptional new version of Dixit featuring your favorite Disney 
classics from Turning Red to Beauty and the Beast!

LIBDIXDIS01US  | $40.00

30’ 8+ 3-6

45’ 12+ 1-4

30’ 8+ 3-8
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30-45’

8+

2-4

Build a mosaic fit for a monarch!

Azul is a tile-placement game in which players compete for the highest score by claiming tiles 
and arranging them on their board to score points. Extra points are on offer for collecting sets 
of the same color of tile, or for creating particular patterns, while there are penalties for taking 
tiles that you’re unable to use. But every tile that you claim affects what your rivals can take 
next. You’ll have to make choices that help you without helping them too much!

NM6010 | $39.99

Created by Michael Kiesling, Azul: Stained Glass of 
Sintra challenges players to carefully select glass panes 
to complete their windows while being careful not to 
damage or waste supplies in the process. The window 
panels are double-sided, providing players with a dynamic 
player board that affords nearly infinite variability!

NM6011 | $39.99

In Azul: Summer Pavilion, players return to Portugal to 
accomplish the task that never began. As a master artisan, 
you must use the finest materials to create the summer 
pavilion while carefully avoiding wasting supplies. Only the 
best will rise to the challenge to honor the Portuguese 
royal family.

NM6050 | $39.99

Azul Mini 
Also Available

NMG60140EN | $19.99

30-45’ 8+ 2-4

30-45’ 8+ 2-4
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30-45’

8+

2-4

In Azul: Queen’s Garden, players are tasked with arranging a magnificent 
garden for the King’s lovely wife by arranging beautiful plants, trees, and 
ornamental features. Using an innovative drafting mechanism, the signature 
of the Azul series, players must carefully select colorful tiles to decorate their 
garden. Only the most incredible garden designers will flourish and win the 
Queen’s blessing.

NM60090EN | $44.99

Join the best chocolate makers in the world in Azul - Master Chocolatier by 
creating the most desired chocolate selection ever!

This unique edition of the multiple award-winning game Azul includes 5 new 
special factory variants for a new, and delicious, twist on the original game!

NM60090EN | $44.99

It all starts with a single tree... And it’s as simple as that: 
Each turn you draw cards from the stack or center, place 
trees in your forest to attract wildlife, try to combine plants 
and animals for extra points or bonus actions. Consider the 
different preferences of these creatures: Some animals feel 
only comfortable in the presence of their fellow species, 
others prefer certain tree types to live in.

LK0175 | $29.99

60’ 10+ 2-5

30-45’ 8+ 2-4
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Wavelength is a social guessing game in which two teams 
compete to read each other’s minds. Teams take turns 
rotating a dial to where they think a hidden bullseye is 
located on a spectrum. One of the players on your team—
the Psychic—knows exactly where the bullseye is, and 
draws a card with a pair of binaries on it (such as: Job —
Career or Rough—Smooth). The Psychic must then provide 
a clue that is *conceptually* where the bullseye is located 
between those two binaries.

WAV01 | $34.99

*No Third Party Amazon Sales Permitted

30-45’ 14+ 2-12

The Fuzzies is a game about creating impossible, 
gravity-defying towers out of fuzzy little balls…then 
knocking them over like a big clumsy oaf. It’s a twist 
on the classic genre of “Don’t knock over the thing! 
OH NOOOOOO I knocked over the thing!”

FUZZIES-MM | $14.99

15’ 6+ 2-4

Party
Games
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That Sound Game
That Sound Game is a fast paced, interactive and very noisy party game. The goal is to get 
your team to guess as many answers on the category cards as they can in a minute. Use any 
combination of sounds and movements, but your hands must be behind your back. You also get 
Lifelines. Use them strategically to help you win.

TSG01 | $29.99

60’

14+

4+

Party
Games

Each turn, all players secretly write a number from 000 
to 999 on their tile, then simultaneously reveal them. 
Writing a bigger number gives you more points, but it’s 
also a risky bet... since if you share a digit with any of the 
smaller numbers, you don’t gain any points!

TN-EN01 | $14.99

15’ 8+ 3-5
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Party
Games

¡Dios Mio!
¡Dios Mio! is a fully bilingual comedy card game for Latinos. 
Mix and match question and answer cards and gain points 
for the funniest, most surreal combinations not even Walter 
Mercado could predict. Base Game includes 350 cards for 
you to laugh and enjoy with friends.

FGDMBP2 | $24.99

Mi Scusi
Written for Italians, by Italians, this game is perfect for all the pasta 
lovers in your life. One player picks a Question card. The other players 
choose an Answer card to match. The funniest answer wins! 

Grab your family and friends and gather around for a night of loud, 
aggressive fun.

FGMISBP1 | $24.99

Girl Code
Hey ladies, it’s time to have a little fun without leaving the 
house! The girl code card game is jam-packed with a variety of 
cards providing you with endless entertainment. Complete with 
question and answer prompts, you’re bound to uncover some 
shocking and hilarious truths about your friends!

FGGCBP10 | $24.99

45’ 14+ 3-10

45’ 17+ 3-10

45’ 17+ 3-10
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Let’s Get Lit
Made for Millennial & Gen Z. Designed for fast paced, turn up nights 
Effortless fun, drinking nights. Written by top comedians who like 
to party!-Game built of 7 mini games, including: Dares, Truths, Call 
Outs, Never Have I Ever, Would You Rather?, Categories 

FGLGL10 | $19.99

Gensmak
Get ready for an electrifying trivia experience with GENSMAK! This unique party trivia game 
promises endless laughter and nostalgia, making it perfect for gatherings with friends and 
family of all ages. 

Featuring questions tailored to different generations, it’s a true multi-generational adventure. To 
win, you’ll need both strategy and knowledge as you aim to be the first to score twenty points 
while correctly answering questions spanning the generations. 

The game’s comedian-crafted hints add an extra layer of fun, making it accessible and 
enjoyable for all players, even if you’re not a trivia expert. With GENSMAK, create unforgettable 
memories, share stories, and enjoy the joy of surprise with your loved ones. Order yours now 
and make this holiday season truly special! 

GTOG5001 | $29.99

The Queer Agenda
As LGBTQ+ people, we get to choose our family.

We also get to choose fellow queers to write the funniest cards for the sassiest 
game in town.

Base Game includes 350 cards of questions answers and dares for you to laugh 
and enjoy with friends.

TGTQABP2 | $24.99

15’

10+

2+

Party
Games

45’ 17+ 3-10

30-60’ 17+ 4-10
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The acclaimed party game where players work together 
to guess as many mystery words as possible, Just One 
is sure to become a family game night favorite! Just One 
clue is all you get, how far will you get?

JOUS01 | $24.99

Word association with a clever twist – So Clover! is a unique 
party game for 3 to 6 players. Work as a team cooperatively to 
guess each other’s key words – guess right and you score big!

SOCL01 | $24.99

30’ 10+ 3-6

Party
Games

20’

8+

3-7
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20’ 17+ 3+

30’ 12+ 2-30

20’ 17+ 3+

Answer questions based on gut instinct and random 
knowledge – how Confident are you in your answer? Any 
number of players, any age range, all you need to do is ask 
questions and test your skills with this fantastic, family-
friendly party game!

CG001  | $24.99

Bad People
“The Party Game You Probably Shouldn’t Play,” Bad People is a 
party game of raunchy and ridiculous story-telling that’s sure to get 
you into trouble with your friends (and it’s fun too)!

DYE1000  | $24.95

Bad Choices
“Have You Ever?” party game, Bad Choices lets you and your friends find out 
hilarious true facts about each other – with an UNO-like card game twist!

DYE8000  | $24.95

Party
Games
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30-50’ 8+ 2-5

20’ 8+ 2-6

60-90’ 13+ 2-4

The Mind is the ingenious, addictive and ridiculously fun game that everyone is buzzing 
about. While the rules are simple, surviving every level will be difficult!

A deck of cards 1-100. You and your friends must play the cards in ascending order. 
Simple enough? What if you couldn’t speak or communicate in any way. Sounds 
impossible? And yet, the trick of The Mind is just how good you and your friends will 
become as you play together. Learn to read each other’s tells, invent unspoken language 
of knowing glances and furrowed brows. 

PAN202109 | $14.95

The Game
Play ... as long as you can!

You have a copy of The Game in your hands. Open this box, and you and 
your friends will never want to put it away. This highly-addictive, award-
winning card game pits players against The Game itself. Everyone must 
work together to play all of the cards in two decks that represent the 
passage of time—the ultimate game. Are you ready to play?

PAN202114 | $14.95

Star Wars™: Timeline Twist
Are you a Star WarsTM fan? Test your knowledge in Star Wars: Timeline 
Twist! Arrange the events in order by cooperating with your friends or 
compete to see who the greatest expert is! 

In Star Wars: Timeline Twist, players put together a timeline of key 
moments and iconic scenes from the movie saga. 

This edition is a standalone game, with special horizontal cards featuring 
images from the movies.

TIMET04B100EN | $19.99
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From the creator of Happy Salmon and other hit party games, 
Nacho Pile is a fast-paced, high-energy game that will have 
chips flying back and forth as players compete for full plates and 
stomachs. In the game, players must push their luck to pile their 
nacho plates high, but also cleverly snatch matching chips from 
other players. Don’t get too risky or you will lose them all! Keep 
an eye out for special chips that really ramp up the heat with 
spicy effects!

PANNACHOCORE | $14.99

20’ 7+ 2-6

Score points by eating bowls of ramen containing delicious 
combinations of ingredients and flavors. This fast-playing, delicious 
little card game comes in a unique package and is fun for everyone. 

RA01EN | $11.99

30’

8+

2-5
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In That’s pretty clever!, you must choose your dice well to mark them 
off in the matching colored area, putting together tricky chain-scoring 
opportunities, and thereby racking up the points! The dice you don’t use 
are as important as what you do Use, because every die that’s smaller than 
the chosen one can be used by the other players, keeping everyone in the 
game at all times! Wow... That’s “pretty clever!”.

CLEVER01 | $24.99

That’s Pretty Clever follows the model of 2018’s Ganz schön clever. Each 
turn the active player rolls six dice, chooses one of them to mark off a space 
on their scoring grid, places any dice with lower numbers on the side, then 
re-rolls any remaining dice. The white die is a joker and can be used as any 
one of the other five colors. After the active player chooses at most three 
dice, then the other players choose one of the set-aside dice for use on their 
scoring sheet.

CLEVER02 | $24.99

20’ 8+ 3-7

20’ 8+ 3-7

PATTERNS - A Mandala Game draws you in as you take turns swapping tiles 
from the large mandala spread at your lovely tea towel. Each player tries to 
mark contiguous colored areas as territory. Your opponent will try to cross 
your paths and both of you will have to choose wisely where to put your 
scoring markers. And of course - whoever stays calm enough to score the 
most points wins. Which is absolutely fine, because PATTERNS - A Mandala 
Game is not only explained in less than 5 minutes, it’s also quickly set up 
again and this you delve right into revenge...

LK0168 | $44.99

20’ 8+ 2
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20’ 8+ 1-6

15’ 8+ 2-4

Elios is a two-to-four player game of abstract strategy and unlimited fun! Create 
sets of colored wooden sticks by playing them onto game zones, stacking and 
arranging them to score points and outthink your opponents! The first player to run 
out of sticks wins the game - just watch out for other player’s strategies. 

HL7015  | $24.95

Panorama
Panorama is easy to learn with elegant rules! Choose a 
card from your hand, add it to one of your panoramas, 
then pass the rest to your neighbor. Cards score based 
on other cards in your panoramas!

SPK2021EN  | $30.00

Champions
Who’s the most likely to volunteer to do the dishes after dinner, 
a Mummy or Frankenstein? Who would win in a karaoke contest, 
Darth Vader or your grandma? The questions are wild and the 
bracketed challenges, intense discussions, and consensus between 
players are even wilder in Champions!, a unique party game from 
Repos Production. 

REPCHA01  | $21.99

45’

10+

1-8
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Kabuto Sumo
Disc pushing insect sumo wrestling.

Pick a wrestler. Enter the ring. Push out your opponent.

Step into the ring. Choose your beetle warrior. Push discs, knock pieces 
out, power up your special move, and strike at the right time so make the 
finishing move! Don’t get too cocky though because you lose if your bug 
is knocked out first or you run out of pieces to push.

It’s a mix of those quarter dozer games from the arcade and sumo 
wrestling. Plus each of the 8 beetle wrestlers have unique powers (and 
their own uniquely shaped piece) to make every game different.

GME-KBS | $29.99

Mountain Goats
King of the hill with 6 hills.

Roll some dice, then choose how to combine them to 
move your goats up the mountains. There is only room 
for one goat at the top of each mountain. The longer you 
stay at the top, the more points you score. It’s a game 
about timing. You need to not just get to the top of the 
mountain, but get there when no one else is in position 
to knock you off.

GME-MG | $19.99

10’

6+

2-4

15’

6+

2-4
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Dandelions
Transform into a dandelion to float on a gentle 
breeze and plant your seeds in beautiful gardens. 
Roll your eleven dice and plan your movements. 
Landin the best gardens, blow your opponent’s 
seeds out of your way, and try to have the most 
seeds in each garden. The multiple scoring systems 
will give you lots to think about.

GME-DDL | $19.99

Sequoia
“Can’t Stop” meets “Las Vegas”.

You are trying to grow the tallest trees in 11 different forests. After 
your 10 turns, if you have the tallest tree, then you get the points 
from that forest.

Each turn, you get to grow two of your trees. Which trees you 
choose will determine if you win or lose. Do you keep fighting in a 
forest with competition, or start growing your tree somewhere else? 
You’ll have to wrestle with the dice to grow the tree you want.

GME-SEQ | $19.99

10’ 10+ 2-5

15’

6+

2-3
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Fiction is a World-inspired game of deception. One player 
is the Lie-brarian and chooses a secret word from a 
classic work of literature. The other players will, as a team, 
use logic to deduce the secret word as quickly as possible. 
They have 10 guesses and two 10 minute time periods 
to deduce the secret word, but the Lie-brarians clues will 
always contain exactly one lie.

GME-FIC | $14.99

Get slapping in this exciting, fast-paced game where Ninja 
Cats battle and Cucumbers attack. Play against others to 
control the deck as you flip and slap your way to victory. 
Win cards by battling weapon wielding Ninja Cats, but be 
ready to steal the deck as you beat your opponents by 
slapping card combos first. 

Watch out for sneaky Cucumbers and be ready to Attack!

NC-22002 | $7.99

20’

6+

2-10

15-30’ 7+ 2-4
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Doodles for two – Toodles! Two players attempt to draw a 
prompt..at the same time, with the same pen – it’s crazy, 
creative and cooperative in a way you’ll never forget!

TOOD1US | $19.99

15-20’ 7+ 3-10

Wheels Vs Doors
Wheels Vs Doors asks the questions that no one has ever asked. Like ‘what 
is there more of in the world?’ Airports or Hippos, Bristles on a Toothbrush or 
Varieties of Cheese, rivets in the Eiffel Tower or characters to have appeared on 
the Simpsons

You will have 5 poker style chips, start with 3 wheel and door tokens, and will 
be asked what you think there is more of in the world, and will be comparing two 
things each time. The statistics are randomly generated and brilliantly random.

The first person to win 10 tokens of either wheels or doors, wins. Beautifully 
simple, debate and laughs guaranteed. Let the arguments begin!

WVD02US | $19.99

60-120’ 10+ 1-99
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One-Star Reviews are the name of the game in Karen, a hilarious party 
game for 3 to 10 players about ridiculous customer complaints! Sneak 
your own fake review into a stack of real, absurd one-star reviews and 
see if your opponents can guess who among them is the real Karen.

KA0322  | $24.99

20’ 14+ 3-10

 
A brand new quick fire quiz, with a wordy twist from the inventor of Obama Llama. 
For Ages 12+ ANSAGRAMS is a fun, fast paced quiz game that tests more than just 
your general knowledge. 5 simple questions stand between you and victory, but it’s 
only the FIRST LETTER of each of your answers that really matter. Because, when all 
five of those letters are unscrambled, they spell out a FIVE LETTER WORD. Will you 
be the first player to work it out within the 30 second time limit? All you’ll need is the 
cards, the stopwatch on your phone, a few friends, and something to jot your answers 
down on. Each card has 5 general knowledge questions on the front, and a random 
letter on the back. You’ll win a card every time you correctly solve an ANSAGRAM. To 
be victorious, you must collect 3 cards that spell out a 3-letter word.

With over 500 questions, each game lasts roughly 30-minutes!

AS0120 | $17.99

30’ 12+ 3+

A Christmas Karen
All we want for Christmas is more Karen! This Christmas-
themed follow-up to Karen adds a festive spin on the 
one-star reviews you all know and love. Try and convince 
the other players that your write-in review is the real Karen 
comment hidden amongst hilarious reviews on Christmas 
themed products, places, and more. 

KRNXMAS01US | $9.99

15’ 14+ 3-10+
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Egg Slam is a fun, silly, fast paced colour-mixing family 
game in which players race to call out the colours of eggs 
laid by the Rainbow Birds.

The stocking-filler-sized card game was co-created by 
Matt’s five-year-old daughter Ivy, who was mixing paints 
and was amazed to discover that blue and red combined 
to make PURPLE! She and her Dad then set about turning 
the fun of mixing colours into a game. Having played it 
together EVERY DAY over several months they decided 
it was time to share the fun of the Rainbow Birds with the 
rest of the world…

The game features colourful eggs and birds; it’s a fast-
action game of colour mixing and matching for kids of all 
ages. Like Snap, but better.

ES0321 | $14.99

In a Fastest Thinker First Frenzy. Players take turns to deal their 
playing cards, a combination of Letter Cards and Action Cards, 
down on three piles of Letter Cards. As your playing cards are laid 
down in turn, one by one, on the equal three piles, an Action Card 
will appear, leaving the two Letter Cards visible. The Action Card 
will instruct you how to use the two visible letters to create an 
answer. The possibility of answers are absolutely endless, you just 
need to use your Noggin, and think of an Answer, quick!

For example, M & A combined with a ‘Describe’ Action Card could 
be Amazing Magician, or with a ‘Name Initial’ Card, Muhammed Ali. 
If you get the answer right first, or most importantly, if your playing 
partners agree your answer is credible. You keep that Action Card. 
Collect the most Action Cards by the time all of the cards have 
been dealt, and you can claim to have the best Noggin in the room!

NG0921 | $14.99

15’ 5+ 2+

10’ 10+ 3+
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Brain Box
BrainBox is a fun memory and 
observation card game which tests 
your eye for detail. What can you 
remember in just 10 seconds?

The game will help children learn about 
the natural world around them whilst 
also developing the cognitive skills 
of observation and memory recall, 
foundations of life-long learning.

GBG11101   | $14.99 
GBG11102   | $14.99 
GBG111018 | $14.99

15’ 8+ 1+

 
Mille Bornes is a classic card game of cross-country racing, challenging you to 
outrace your opponents as you dodge the hazards they put in your way. 

MIB01 | $14.99

20’ 7+ 2-6
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Rory’s Story Cubes
Housed in a compact box, Story Cubes are perfect for telling stories wherever you go. Take them 
travelling, to school, camping, or even to the restaurant and tell a story while you wait. 

The classic version is a great start to the range. Tell tales of dynamic deeds and add new actions 
to your active storytelling arsenal with Actions. Finally add some theme to your adventures and 
voyages with the Voyages pack.

Use them individually or together for unlimited story possibilities! 

Star Wars™  
Rory’s Story Cubes
Imagine watching your favorite Star Wars™ adventure but it ends on a 
cliffhanger or wanting to add your own twist into the epic Saga. Star 
Wars™: Rory’s Story Cubes now gives you the power of the dark (or light!) 
side to extend and create your own stories set in the Star Wars galaxy. 

Roll the nine dice, look at the images, and fly into hyperspace, crafting 
your very own adventures. Will Obi-Wan Kenobi defeat Darth Vader 
this time around? Could you and your friends be the only ones to bring 
balance to the Force? This is for the Star Wars fans who want to show off 
their Star Wars knowledge by creating the zaniest and craziest storylines 
set on any planet, all the way to the Outer Rim.

SWSC01 | $14.99

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

20’

6+

1+

RSC01 | $12.99 
RSC02 | $12.99

RSC03 | $12.99
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Choose Your Own Adventure: 
House of Danger
The classic Choose Your Own Adventure series comes to life in the 
narrative adventure game Choose Your Own Adventure: House of Danger. 
Will you survive the House of Danger? Replayable many times for different 
endings and stories. 

CYA01 | $29.99

60-120’ 10+ 1-99

30’ 14+ 2-6

SPOTS
Dogs have spots. Dice have spots. 

Spots is a game about rolling dice, pushing your luck...and dogs! 
You’ll roll and reroll, trying to place dice on the matching spots on 
your dogs. You get to laugh at your friends when they take a big 
risk and bust. And they get to laugh right back at you for doing the 
same thing.

Spots is simple to learn, but has enough crunch to make every turn 
full of interesting decisions.

SPOTS-BASE | $24.99

Deadly Dowagers
Deadly Dowagers is a game of marriage, murder, and money; 
compete with the other lovely ladies in your town by strategically 
growing your dowry. Be careful not to gain too much infamy, 
however, or the duke may pass you over for another bride!

SPK2032EN | $34.99

30’ 10+ 1-4
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Slide! Dodge! Strike! Score! The award-winning magnetic gameplay 
of KLASK is unique, exciting and like no other game out there! 
This awesome action-packed battle will have everyone in the room 
playing again and again. Move quick but be tactical too, KLASK 
demands fast hands and even faster thinking! 

KL8350 | $59.99

10’ 8+ 2

KLASK 4 player is 
also available. 

KL8330 | $79.99

KLASK Spare Parts 
also available. 

KL8354 | $9.99

Skull
An ancient game of ornate skulls and deceptive flowers, Skull is simple to learn, but dangerously difficult to win. You must 
bet, bluff, and see through others’ deception to best your opponents at Skull. 

SCSK02EN | $19.99

15-45’ 14+ 3-6
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Pocket-sized games with full-sized fun, Helvetiq specializes in the unique, memorable, and affordable! Innovative, 
small-box games that players can enjoy over and over again, from the cooperative route-building experience of 
Bandido and Bandida to the ultra-cute ice cream-grabbing excitement of Kawaii, Helvetiq has something for everyone.

SKU Title MSRP

HL8908 Bandido $12.99 

HL7006 Bandida $12.99 

HL8923 Kariba $12.99 

HL9011 Kinoko $12.99 

HL9010 Tucano $12.99 

HL7005 Winston $12.99 

HL7001 Kawaii $12.99 
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Will you become the belle of the ball? Swagger and sashay through high society 
in this game of intrigue, deception, and dancing! Find the perfect suitor and 
compete against your friends and family in this tasteful, tactical party game 
based on the hit Netflix series. 

MIXBRI01EN  | $24.99

Players take the roles of Coast Guard captains protecting 
the coastline, working together to check buoys, explore the 
ocean, inspect lighthouses and more to keep the North Sea 
Coast safe! This innovative tile-laying exploration game is a 
great adventure for ages 8 and up. 

PANBPCORE| $19.99

30’ 16+ 3-6

30’ 13+ 2-4

30’ 8+ 1-4

Strike hard, strike fast, and show no mercy! Based on 
the hit Netflix series, Cobra Kai challenges players to 
become the ultimate sensei by training students in the art 
of Karate, competing in the All Valley Karate Tournament, 
and defeating opposing dojos in a tense card-based 
combat game for 2 to 4 players. 

MIXCOB01US  | $24.99
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Make a splash with this adorable dexterity game that challenges gamers as young 
as 5 years old to flick turtles down a river and into a lake! Match animals by flicking 
them into the right spot to score points and move toward victory, it’s fast, fun, and 
easy to learn for all ages! 

LKY-TSP-R01  | $24.99

Are you ready to take on the challenge of 13 Beavers? The 
mission is simple; test your luck and hold your nerve to make it 
round the board the fastest. The first Beaver to reach Beaver 
Paradise joins the ranks of the infamous 13 Beavers!

13BEAV01 | $19.99

30-45’ 7+ 2-6

15’ 5+ 2-4

 

Welcome to the city of Machi Koro. You’ve just been elected Mayor. 
Congrats! Unfortunately the citizens have some pretty big demands: jobs, 
a theme park, a couple of cheese factories and maybe even a radio tower. 
A tough proposition since the city currently consists of a wheat field, a 
bakery and a single die.

Armed only with your trusty die and a dream, you must grow Machi Koro 
into the largest city in the region. You will need to collect income from 
developments, build public works, and steal from your neighbors’ coffers. 
Just make sure they aren’t doing the same to you!

PAN201821 | $29.95

30’ 10+ 2-4
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Your favorite characters from a Galaxy Far, Far Away take center 
stage in an epic battle between the Rebel Alliance and Galactic 

Empire in Star Wars: The Deck-Building Game. Draft new cards into 
your deck, build your forces, and attack your opponent’s base in an 

epic conflict for the fate of the galaxy! 

SWG01EN | $37.99

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

Mysterium takes a more kid-friendly 
tone in Mysterium Kids: Captain Echo’s 
Treasure. Spend the night in a haunted 
mansion searching for a hidden treasure 
– playing as the ghost or a treasure 
seeker to try and find which card is the 
correct clue! 

MYST05  | $34.99

20’

6+

2-6

30’

12+

2
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UNLOCK! Kids Detective Stories
Adapted from the hit Unlock! series of games, Unlock! Kids invites young players and their 
families to test their mental fortitude and problem-solving skills in a set of escape games 
adapted from other Unlock! adventures.

Unlock! Kids contains 3 stories, with 2 adventures each, and does not require and app to 
play. There’s even a tutorial that teaches the game as it’s played.

USCOUNLK01EN | $29.99

UNLOCK! Kids Stories From the Past

Dive back into the family-friendly, mind-tingling puzzles of Unlock! Kids. Featuring 6 new 
adventures in 3 different universes, Unlock! Kids Stories from the Past will have families 
testing their wits in these 2 new settings:

Strolls through prehistory
The secrets of Hatsheput, Queen of Egypt
Welcome to Golden Town! 

USCOUNLK02EN | $29.99

Star Wars™  
UNLOCK! The Escape Game

A COOPERATIVE CARD GAME INSPIRED BY ESCAPE GAMES. Play 
as rebels, smugglers, or Imperial agents. Search locations, combine items, 
fly ships, use weapons, and interact with droids in these three 60-minute 
adventures. Real-life escape rooms challenge you to literally escape a 
room—with UNLOCK! experience the same thrills without setting a foot 
outside. Powered by the multi-awarded UNLOCK! game system (over 1 
million copies sold).

SWU001 | $40.99

© & ™ Lucasfilm Ltd.

20’ 6+ 1-4

20’ 6+ 1-4

60’ 14+ 1-6
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UNLOCK! Game Adventures
Unlock! Game Adventures includes three separate scenarios for you to explore, each set in a 
different well-known board games universe:

Mysterium: Enter the manor and experience a dark and surreal investigation in which you must 
resolve the murder with the Ghost’s vision cards in a dreamlike and esoteric journey filled with 
mysteries...

Ticket to Ride: Take a train trip across the U.S. in which you must thwart the scheme planned 
by the Rail Barons.

Pandemic: An epidemic threatens humankind! Everyone’s future depends on you and your team 
of medical experts (virologist, medic, dispatcher...) as you face a global health crisis.

SCUNL10EN | $36.99

UNLOCK! Extraordinary Adventures
Unlock! Extraordinary adventures brings three exciting new scenario’s to the world’s 
favorite escape-room-at-home tabletop game! Featuring the sci-fi themed The W.A.F.F. 
Odyssey, gritty 1940s noir styled Hollywood Confidential, and the fantasy themed scenario 
called Restart, Unlock! Extraordinary Adventures is sure to bring excitement, surprise, and 
adventure to your home - all made easier through the vital companion app which enhances 
gameplay and guides your experience.

USCOUNLK01EN | $29.99

SKU Title

UNL01 Unlock: Escape Adventures

UNL02 Unlock: Mystery Adventures

UNL03 Unlock: Secret Adventures

SKU Title

UNL04 Unlock: Exotic Adventures

UNL05 Unlock: Heroic Adventures

UNL06 Unlock: Timeless Adventures

SKU Title

UNL07 Unlock: Epic Adventures

UNL08 Unlock: Mythic Adventures

60’ 10+ 1-6

60’ 10+ 1-6
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An innovative new take on Rummy, Setup is a tile-laying game using playing 
card suits and numbers in an experience unlike any other. 2 to 4 players 
compete to maximize tile placement, score big points, and interrupt their 
opponents’ combinations to win. 

US-SET1  | $30.00

Put your sleuthing skills to the test in a party game based on the works of 
Agatha Christie. Can you uncover the dark secrets of the other players, using 
only your detective skills and precious few clues, to solve the murder?

MUH001 | $19.99

25’ 8+ 2-4

20-40’ 10+ 2-6

Adorable dragons, enchanted shops, and fantastical economics are at play 
in Flamecraft! Players compete to enhance shops around town by recruiting 
dragons and gathering magical materials. A Kickstarter favorite, Flamecraft is 
sure to be a new staple at home or with friends!

LKYFMCR01EN  | $39.99

60’ 10+ 1-5
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It’s a race against the clock for players to stop the evil machinations 
of the Mind Flayer and his minions in Stranger Things: Upside Down! 
Tackle the challenge of clearing stacks of tokens representing 
the threats of Hawkins Lab operatives and evil creatures from the 
Upside Down in this cooperative board game experience. 

STG001 | $49.99

60’ 12+ 2-4

Will you stay sane or will you be possessed by the 
psychic might of the Mind Flayer? Stranger Things: 
Attack of the Mind Flayer pits two teams of players 
against one another in a battle of wits in this fun, light 
social game inspired by the ultra-popular Netflix series! 

STUS-01 | $24.99

30’ 10+ 4-10
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Lacuna 
Lacuna is a game for 2 players about collecting flowers on a pond at night. Draw an 
imaginary line between two flowers, place your pawn, and collect both flowers. Win by 
collecting the most flowers in the most colors! 

LAC01 | $39.99

15’ 8+ 2

60-90’ 12+ 1-4

Players put their forensic forte to the test in this cooperative deduction 
game. Using a combination of physical board game pieces and innovative 
app integration, this modern game experience is sure to surprise and delight 
gamers old and young!

LKY-CCM-035 | $29.99

Risk, deduction, and seduction, Love Letter matches your wits with your friends 
to win the favor of the princess! 2 to 6 players take part in this unique, social 
deduction party game from Z-Man games!

ZLL01 | $12.99

20’ 10+ 2-6
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Cute woodland critters, city building, and 
strategy are the name of the game in 
Everdell 3rd Edition! Explore, craft, build 
and thrive in this exceptional board game 
for 1 to 4 players Ages 10 and up from 
Tabletop Tycoon

STG2668EN | $75.00

Explore a new underwater society in Pearlbrook, the first expansion for Everdell! 
Pearlbrook introduces a new side-board, the river board, where you’ll send your frog 
ambassador to gather a new resource: pearls. You’ll also encounter new aquatic critters 
and constructions! Collect enough pearls and you can construct fabulous wonders and 
adornments, to make your city the pride of Everdell!

STG2664EN | $60.00

Bellfaire is a modular expansion for Everdell packed with exciting new content to experience! 
Unique player powers for each type of critter in Everdell. Rules for 5-6 players. The Bellfaire 
board with a revolving Market location, and endgame Garland awards.

STG613 | $45.00

60’ 10+ 1-4

60’ 10+ 1-4

60’ 10+ 1-6
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Everdell’s bustling city Newleaf has just opened its first train station, and 
many new critters and big ideas are rolling in. Newleaf introduces brand 
new critters, constructions, and exciting events to draw Visitor cards to your 
blossoming city! It also features the Train Station Board, resource-delivering 
Train Cars, travel-worthy Tickets, and Reservation Tokens!

STG2660 | $59.99

Farshore will send you on an epic seafaring adventure to explore and build 
in the rugged country north of Everdell Valley. Study the winds to sail your 
ship in search of valuable riches, compete for lucrative island locations 
before high tide rises, and be the first to claim valuable maps that will lead 
you to troves of treasures.

STG3101EN | $99.99

Lurking in the depths of Mistwood, the cunning and villainous Nightweave plots to 
take over Everdell with the aid of her spiderlings. Pit your wits against Nightweave 
and her sticky schemes in solo or two-player games, and recruit heroes of yore 
from the More Legends and Corrin Evertail expansion packs as well as transform 
your farms with our new Through Every Season expansion pack!

ST2661 | $59.99

60’ 10+ 1-6

60’ 10+ 1-4

60’ 10+ 1-4
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Spirecrest is an expansive and challenging new expansion, sure to surprise 
and delight even the most seasoned of Everdell players. This expansion 
features a new Mountain board, Discovery cards, Weather cards, Big 
Critters, Maps and Expeditions! 3 extra Big Critter meeples and saddles 9 
new Discovery cards More Critters! Owls, Moles, Lizards!

ST2659 | $60.00

Join the kids of Everdell as they pretend to be 
adults, while the adults are wishing they were still 
kids! Come along and gather resources to build 
the best pretend city of all!

STG3000 | $45.00

60’ 10+ 1-4

30’

6+

1-4
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